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"What?! Are you giving me an Ultimate Power method? R- Really?! Am I hearing this right?" Henry gasped.

"You heard me right! Focus and listen carefully," Leon said.

Henry snapped out of it and muttered, "Um, okay.”

He was still in disbelief that Leon would possess an Ultimate Power method and that Leon would simply offer it up to him without

hesitation.

Still, he would soon find out if Leon was telling the truth once he tried training with it.

Leon taught Henry the ways of the Thousand Gods Method.

He got Cynthia to bring over pen and paper to note down the detail of the Thousand Gods Method so that he could hand it to

Mason, Spencer, and the others.

Not wanting to wait another moment, Henry immediately sat on the ground to start training to test if the Thousand Gods Method

was truly an Ultimate Power method.

Time ticked by and soon, Henry completed his training and could instantly sense that the Thousand Gods Method was a few

times more effective than the Advanced Power method he was previously training with, which confirmed that the Thousand Gods

Method was indeed an Ultimate Power method.

"H- How's this possible?!" Henry was shaken to the core.

He never imagined that Leon would hand him an Ultimate Power method.

It was precisely over an Ultimate Power method that the Scarlet Thief betrayed Henry and the other treasure hunter, and

because of it, Henry’s family all suffered horrible death; and now, Leon handed him another Ultimate Power method without

hesitatioScarlet Thief.

It felt so surreal that Henry was having a hard time accepting what just happened.

Unable to suppress his excitement, he fell onto his knees before Leon.

"Henry, what are you doing? Get up," Leon did not expect Henry to kneel and immediately went over to help him up.

"Thank you, Mister Wolf. Thank you! I don’t even know what I can do to repay your kindness for giving me such a valuable

training method. Kneeling before you is all I can do," Henry refused to get up and looked at Loen with joy written all over his face.

The Scarlet Thief used to be in the Advanced Emperor State like Henry a decade ago, but with the help of the Ultimate Power

method he stole, the Scarlet Thief's power increased rapidly and he eventually reached the Intermediate Almighty State; whereas

Henry was limited by the training method he possessed and could only reach the Semi-Almighty State, which was a far cry from

the Scarlett Thief s power level.

It seemed almost impossible for him to think of avenging his family, but the circumstances changed.

With the Thousand Gods Method Leon taught him, he would soon reach the intermediate Almighty State like the Scarlet Thief as

long as he remained devoted to his training.

Leon's kindness gave Henry a glimpse of hope and his heart was instantly filled with gratitude.
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